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The German economy has run into rough waters: The Ukraine 
war and energy crisis have exacerbated existing problems - and 
prompted policymakers to focus primarily on current issues. 
However, inactivity in location policy is just as risky.  

It is undeniable that the German economy is under considera-
ble strain. The German government and the four economic re-
search institutes expect economic output to decline by -0.4% in 
2023, putting Germany at the bottom of the growth scale 
among developed countries. 

 

  

Naysayers underestimate stabilizing factors 

Many expect a de-industrialization due to the energy crisis and 
thus also a loss of prosperity in the German economy in the 
long term. Therefore, the consensus is that there will be a re-
cession. But how deep will it be? At present, several downward 
forces are working together. The severe energy crisis has led to 
exorbitant price increases, especially for gas and electricity. 
Many private households, tradespeople, and companies are 
fearing for their economic existence because they cannot pay 
energy bills or are producing at a great loss. Together with ris-
ing food prices, the energy crisis has provided the impetus for 
inflation that dwarfs even the oil price crises of the 1970s. 

 The loss of purchasing power slows down the economy, espe-
cially since the high expenditures for energy imports are with-
drawn from the domestic cycle. This braking effect is rein-
forced by an increase in interest rates, with which the ECB is 
fighting the rapid rise in inflation and the increasing inflation 
expectations.  

 

 

  

Es gibt aber auch stabilisierende Faktoren. Erstens hat die 
marktwirtschaftliche Anpassung an den Gas- und Strompreis-
schock be- 

 

However, there are also stabilizing factors. First, market-based 
adjustment to the gas and electricity price shock has begun. As 
a result of savings on consumption, the opening of new suppli-
ers, and increased efforts to obtain gas and renewable ener-
gies, energy prices have already fallen significantly. With a cer-
tain delay, this will significantly reduce inflation rates and thus 
the loss of purchasing power for consumers.  

Secondly, the countries of the euro zone and the OECD are in a 
situation of very high demand for labor and low unemployment. 
Many companies are desperately looking for workers to work 
off the high order backlogs, which mainly date back to the Covid 
restrictions. Certainly, the very high number of job openings will 
decline significantly during the current economic slowdown, 
but there is little to suggest that major waves of layoffs are im-
minent. 

Third, substantial debt-financed government relief programs 
counteract the loss of purchasing power and cost increases. 
Government support is particularly necessary in lower- and mid-
dle-income groups 

 

 

teren und mittleren Einkommensbereichen notwendig, da viele 
Haus-halte nicht in der Lage sind, die monatlichen Energiekos-
ten zu begleichen und viele Gewerbetreibende vor einer Ge-
schäftsauf-gabe stünden. Für industrielle Großabnehmer von 
Energie sind Regelungen für den 
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as many households are unable to pay monthly energy costs 
and many traders would be faced with going out of business. 
For large industrial energy consumers, regulations for the in-
crease are planned for the beginning of 2023 in order to main-
tain international competitiveness and avoid further produc-
tion shutdowns and insolvencies in energy-intensive sectors. 

De-industrialization is a risk 

However, the question also arises as to the long-term pro-
spects of the German economy. Is there a threat of a loss of 
prosperity due to de-industrialization and a failure of the "Ger-
man business model"? It is indisputable that the economy is 
more heavily burdened by energy prices than other economies 
due to its high industrial share and its dependence on exports. 

German industry has always had to cope with high energy 
costs, but the sudden multiplication makes many productions 
unprofitable. If gas and electricity prices were to remain at the 
average level since March 2022 for a longer period of time, an 
exodus of energy-intensive production could be expected. To 
counter the risk of de-industrialization, the prospect of a safer 
and more economical energy supply is therefore important. 
The German energy turnaround, on the other hand, is creating 
great uncertainty. It is abandoning nuclear power, increasing 
gas-fired power generation, and is not making fast enough 
progress on renewable energies. As a result, climate-damag-
ing coal-fired power will have to be expanded again. 

New forms of globalization are emerging 

Additional challenges for the German economy are posed by 
changes in the international environment. Since the financial 
crisis, there has already been a relative slowdown in global 
trade and capital flows. A consequence of the Ukraine crisis, 
new forms of globalization are emerging in which Germany 
still has to assert its position. It is less important that eco-
nomic relations with Russia are likely to be on ice for some 
time. More important is the fact that business with China is 
also viewed critically from the perspective of high dependen-
cies on the export and import side. China has not only 
strengthened its ties with Russia but has also created great 
uncertainty through state intervention in the economy and its 
unwillingness to compromise in the implementation of politi-
cal goals. 

Thus, many companies are in the process of rethinking their 
involvement in China. There will be no large-scale withdrawal, 

as this would have catastrophic effects on prosperity in Ger-
many. However, companies will gradually start to diversify 
their procurement markets, sales markets, and investment lo-
cations. In the Asian region, countries such as Vietnam, India, 
and Indonesia could benefit. A big winner, however, is likely to 
be the USA, which offers an attractive sales market and con-
siderable subsidies for companies willing to invest. 

In the future, trade relations and capital movements will be 
geared more closely to geopolitical conditions. Countries with 
similar values and calculable political conditions will intensify 
exchange. For the world economy, on the other hand, a certain 
fragmentation is to be expected, as autocratically governed 
blocs become more distinct from the economies of democra-
cies. Trade advantages will be nullified and cooperation on 
global issues such as climate protection will become more dif-
ficult. 

A new location agenda for Germany is needed 

One may understand that the government is currently devoting 
its full attention to the Ukraine war and its consequences. 
However, inactivity in location policy is risky. After all, only a 
good location policy can guarantee that Germany's interna-
tionally and industrially oriented business model can continue 
to successfully provide jobs and prosperity in the future.  

Location problems are reflected in long-term low growth, com-
paratively low investment and weak productivity progress. In 
addition to a reliable energy policy, a holistic view of the eco-
nomic framework conditions is needed for an economy that is 
strong in export and industrial business. The more policymak-
ers increase the price of energy consumption and environmen-
tal pollution, the more they must ensure that other cost drivers 
such as non-wage labor costs, bureaucratic requirements, and 
the above-average tax burden in Germany are reduced. If con-
ditions in the country are good, domestic, and international 
companies will not fail to invest here. 
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General  

The investment strategy and/or investment recommendations (hereinafter referred to as "analyses") 
are prepared by LeanVal Research GmbH for information purposes only.  

Neither LeanVal Research GmbH nor its employees assume any liability for damages arising from the 
use of the analyses or their contents or in any other way in connection with them. The analyses do not 
constitute an offer or invitation to subscribe to or purchase any security, nor do they or the information 
contained therein form the basis for any contractual or other obligation of any kind. An investment de-
cision should be made on the basis of a duly approved prospectus or information memorandum and in 
no case on the basis of the analyses. Investors should seek the advice of an investment adviser in 
making their investment decision. In this respect, the analyses cannot assume an advisory function. 
The opinions, estimates and forecasts contained in the analyses are solely those of the respective au-
thors. They are date-related, not necessarily the opinion of LeanVal Research GmbH and may change at 
any time without prior notice.  

The information and evaluations ("Information") reproduced here are primarily intended for clients of 
LeanVal Research GmbH in Germany.  Should the original recipient forward the analysis, he/she is 
obliged to do so in compliance with existing regulations and laws and no obligation of LeanVal Research 
GmbH towards a third party arises from this. In particular, the information is not intended for clients or 
other persons domiciled or resident in the United Kingdom, the United States or Canada and may not be 
passed on to such persons or imported into or distributed in these countries. Distribution of the Analyt-
ics in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession the Analytics 
come should inform themselves about and comply with any restrictions. Any failure to comply with 
these restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws. Reprinting, redistribution, and 
publication of the analyses and their contents in whole or in part are permitted only with the prior written 
consent of LeanVal Research GmbH.  

Information sources 

 
All analyses are prepared on the basis of data from a data provider as well as from generally accessible 
sources ("information") that LeanVal Research GmbH considers to be reliable. However, LeanVal Re-
search GmbH has not verified the accuracy or completeness of the Information and assumes no liability 
for the accuracy or completeness of the Information. Possible incomplete or incorrect information does 
not justify any liability of LeanVal Research GmbH for damages of any kind, and LeanVal Research 
GmbH is not liable for indirect and/or direct damages and/or consequential damages. In particular, 
LeanVal Research GmbH assumes no liability for statements, plans or other details contained in these 
analyses with regard to the investigated companies. Although the analyses are compiled with all due 
care, errors or incompleteness cannot be excluded. LeanVal Research GmbH, its shareholders, corpo-
rate bodies and employees assume no liability for the accuracy or completeness of the statements, 
assessments, recommendations derived from the information contained in the analyses. Data source 
for all historical prices is Morningstar and LeanVal Research. 

Summary of the valuation fundamentals  

The valuations underlying the investment recommendations for stocks analyzed by LeanVal Research 
GmbH are based on generally accepted and widely used methods of fundamental analysis, such as the 
DCF model, peer group comparisons, NAV valuations and - where possible - a sum-of-the-parts model. 
The calculated scores (Value, Quality, Stabilty, Growth) are the result of a proprietary model of LeanVal 
Research GmbH. They result from the comparison of fundamental key figures of the quantitatively an-
alyzed company in relation to comparable companies within a sector (or region). Information on the 
general approach can be found at www.leanval.investments. The absolute target price and the associ-
ated absolute assessment (undervalued, neutrally overvalued) are determined using a forward-looking 
DCF or ROIC (return on invested capital) method. Estimates of future earnings serve as the basis for 
this. The earnings estimates are either based on a consensus or are made by LeanVal Research GmbH 
itself. 

Updates  

The recipients are not entitled to the publication of updated analyses. LeanVal Research GmbH reserves 
the right to update analyses without prior notice. A regular update of this document is not intended. 

Compliance  

LeanVal Research GmbH has taken internal organizational and regulatory precautions to avoid conflicts 
of interest in the preparation and dissemination of financial analyses. In particular, there are internal 
information barriers that prevent analysts from accessing insider information. Compliance is monitored 
by the Compliance Officer.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Explanation of the recommendation system  

The relative assessment is based on the various scores of the individual companies in the areas of 
Value, Quality, Stability, Growth and Momentum which are compared with the average scores of the 
overall market and/or also with the respective sectors. The companies are ranked on a scale from 0 to 
100. From this, the three ratings "unattractive" (0 to 30 on the scale), "neutral" (31 to 70 on the scale) 
and "attractive" (71 to 100 on the scale) are derived. The relative assessment can change at short notice 
due to the high complexity of the scores and the multiple interdependencies between the companies 
analyzed. 

 

LeanVal Research GmbH's rating system for absolute valuation comprises the ratings "undervalued", 
"fairly valued" and "overvalued". The rating of a share is based on the expected return for the next six to 
twelve months. The expected return is composed of the prognostic change in the share price and the 
expected dividend yield. Changes in the discount factor or projected cash flows can lead to significant 
changes in the target price. 

 

Rating system of the absolute valuation: 

Buy Potential > +15% 

Hold Low upside and downside potential 

Sell Potential < - 15% 

 

 

Conflicts of interest  

In the financial analyses, circumstances or relationships that could give rise to conflicts of interest be-
cause they could jeopardize the impartiality - of the employees of LeanVal Research GmbH who pre-
pared the analysis, - of LeanVal Research GmbH as the company responsible for the preparation or of 
companies affiliated with it, or - of other persons or companies working for LeanVal Research GmbH 
and contributing to the preparation, must be disclosed. Information on interests or conflicts of interest 
that must be disclosed exists in particular if 

1.  significant shareholdings (= shareholding > 5 % of the share capital) exist between the above-
mentioned persons or companies and the issuers who are themselves or whose financial in-
struments are the subject of the financial analysis,  

2.  the above-mentioned persons or companies manage financial instruments which themselves 
or their issuers are the subject of the financial analysis on a market by placing buy or sell orders 
(market making/designated sponsoring),  

3.  the above-mentioned persons or companies have been involved in the management of a con-
sortium for an issue by way of a public offering of such financial instruments which are them-
selves or whose issuers are the subject of the financial analysis within the previous twelve 
months,  

4.  the above-mentioned persons or companies have been bound by an agreement on services in 
connection with investment banking transactions with issuers who are themselves or whose 
financial instruments are the subject of the financial analysis within the previous twelve months 
or have received a service or a promise of service from such an agreement within this period, 
insofar as no confidential business information is affected by the disclosure of this information,  

5.  the above-mentioned persons or companies have entered into an agreement with issuers, who 
themselves or whose financial instruments are the subject of the financial analysis, for the prep-
aration of the financial analysis,  

6.  the above-mentioned persons hold management or supervisory board mandates with issuers 
whose financial instruments are the subject of the financial analysis, or 

7.  the above-mentioned persons or companies have any other significant financial interests in re-
lation to the issuers whose financial instruments are the subject of the financial analysis.  
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